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aving the choral experience in
America. THAT is looking out
the window and having a tremendously positive impact on the singing
culture for young people in our
schools for generations to come. It
cannot just happen and we need your
help. Please contact me or Harmony
Foundation to get involved in programs for annual giving. Just $10/
month will make you an Ambassador
of Song and help sponsor young people to get their first exposure to the
great world of barbershop harmony.
You may very well be familiar with
what we mean when we talk about
changing lives. R.J. Tavares, who is
the young man featured in the Harmony Foundation video, and member
of the G20 Youth Chorus, is just one
of many beneficiaries of youth programs underwritten by Harmony
Foundation International. In July, he
experienced a "mountaintop moment" when he got to sing on the
international stage during the Saturday Night Spectacular.
Society
Board Member and two-time international gold medalist bass (Grandma's

Boys 1979 and The New Tradition
1985), John Miller, loaned him one
of his gold medals for the occasion.
Changing the lives of more kids by
helping our local music educators
and youth choir directors in whatever
ways they need -with no strings attached- is the theme for the upcoming Nov./Dec. 2013 issue of The
Harmonizer. Many of our chapters
and quartets are already doing this,
and the BHS wants to know your
stories! Send pictures and stories to
harmonizer@barbershop.org.
The JAD Fall Convention will have a
parade of checks presented by the
chapters doing a monthly Harmony
Foundation "pass the hat" activity. There is still time to get those
coffers filled even more. It will be
exciting to see and share your chapters' involvement.
We preserve and perpetuate through
giving.
See you at convention! ♫

Jeff Ulrich, Editor
970 High Street, Unit E
Worthington, OH 43085
(614) 216-3904
E-mail: cpeditor@att.net
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No Marketing Budget … No Problem!
John Byerly
DVP - Marketing & PR
♫ If the circus is coming to town and them a good reason.

♫
♫
♫
♫

you paint a sign saying, "Circus is
coming to Fairgrounds Sunday,"
that's Advertising.
If you put the sign on the back of
an elephant and walk it through
town, that's Promotion.
If the elephant walks through the
Mayor's flower bed, that's Publicity.
If you can get the Mayor to laugh
about it, that's Public Relations.
If you planned the whole thing,
that's Marketing!

I

hope that silly story stimulated your
thinking about how to get some free
publicity for your chapter events.
Marketing can be done on a shoestring
budget, or on no budget at all, if you
learn how to develop and maintain
positive relations with your local media. There’s nothing better than getting featured in a prime radio, TV or
newspaper story. But, if you merely
send press releases about a chapter
show to “the media” (accompanied by
a photo of a bunch of identically
dressed guys on risers), expect to see it
buried in the back pages, if it runs at
all. BHS Marketing Team Leader and
Harmonizer editor, Lorin May, offers
the following pointers on pitching your
chapter’s programs to the local news
media…
Don’t prepare to talk to “the newspaper” or “the station” – prepare to
talk to a human being. People often
talk about “the media” as if it’s some
mysterious all-powerful entity. However, every decision is simply made by
a flesh and blood person, usually with
a title like “program manager” or
“editor.” These people may be happy
to give you good publicity if you give
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will likely be “No.”

Be flexible. The program manager
liked your Singing Valentine video and
thought your idea has potential. Yes!
He doesn’t want to do live feeds of
your best quartet’s deliveries throughout the morning show. Darn! Okay,
how about five minutes in the studio
with the hosts? No? How about 10
seconds of a quartet before and after a
Your desire for publicity is your couple of commercial breaks? YES!
problem, not theirs. Don’t show up Remember: if your first idea doesn’t
to ask for something – go there to offer work for him, maybe another one will.
something that solves their need to fill Many thanks to Lorin May for these
a page or air time with something fun marketing tips. Need help implementand unique. Be prepared to pitch a ing some of these ideas? Your phone
story or idea that would appeal to a lot calls and emails are always welcomed.
of people, and which wouldn’t use up
too many of their resources.
Send someone who knows how to
sell. Let your best writer do your writing and get the best action photography
you can afford. But when it comes to
getting your foot in the door, let someone who’s good at face-to-face meetings make the initial contacts. Someone who projects a professional image
will be treated as a professional.

Come up with a unique hook. There
are dozens of groups having concerts
in town, but how many of them feature
an 87-year-old tenor? How many are
donating net proceeds to the homeless
shelter? How many are traveling to
Toronto to compete against to world’s
best? How many have a show featuring an international champion quartet?
Give them a hook, give them some
sounds and photos, and get them thinking outside the box.
Respect their time. Editors and program managers are very busy people
with constant deadlines. To them, time
well spent is time spent with people
who have equipped them to make a
good decision immediately. Know
what idea you’re going to pitch, and
pitch it well in advance of the desired
publicity date – otherwise, they’ll have
something else slated for “your” spot.
Be prepared. If they don’t have what
they need to make a preliminary decision in a few minutes time, the answer

A ‘New’ Quartet in
JAD!
JAM SESSION is thrilled to be a new
JAD quartet! While this group of
friends is from Ohio (Chad St. John),
Colorado (Adam Reimnitz and Jeremy
Conover), and Florida (Paul Agnew),
we are excited about being an active
part of the JAD family. We have a
commitment to excellence and a passion for ensuring audiences experience
our fresh arrangements in a very
unique way. We look forward to getting to know you and debuting this
new combination at the JAD District
contest in October. We would love to
be part of your chapter show so look
for our business card within the Cider
Press and feel free to give Chad a call
(513/703-3380) and ask about very
reasonable flat fee pricing.

Continuous Improvement
Doug Smeltz
VP - Chorus Director Development
JAD leadership desires to help each chapter develop musical talent and provide continuing education to the musical
leadership team. With this in mind, we are continually
finding ways to benefit our musical leadership including
and not limited to …
An open line of communication with front line Directors
Each “Odd Dated” Sunday night at 10 pm, all directors are
invited to call in and converse with other directors from
around the district. We offer topics of discussion, chances
for answers to questions, and an opportunity to hear about
upcoming events that pertain to directors and the musical
leadership team. Directors call into a conference by dialing
218-339-4600 and using the code 514175 followed by the
# symbol.
Division Music Mentors
This cadre of volunteers will communicate with the division chapters more than in any other year specifically narrowing in on music leadership needs. These men are a direct link to me and the CDD program. If, for any reason,
you feel you are NOT being contacted and helped with
your musical needs, please contact me directly.

Southwest JAD – Baldwin – Carl “Woody” Woodrow
Northwest JAD – Cortland – Lane Bushong
Central JAD- Stayman – Doug Smeltz and Stevens Sommer
Northeast JAD– Melrose – Robbie Churgovich and Puck
Ross
Eastern JAD – Rome – Jeff Gehm
East Central JAD – Jonathan – Scott Giles
Southeast JAD - McIntosh - Steve Waggoner
Leadership Academy 2014
Start planning now to attend the Directors’ Workshop at
LEADAC in January. Bring your whole music team to get
educated with our very own awesome instructor, David
Calland. David travels the world helping others as well as
leading the Alliance Chorus to International each year.
David’s skills in Vocal Production, Musical Artestry, and
communication skills are at the top of the charts. He will
inspire you to work hard to be the best you can be with
your chapter.♫

Harmony University 2013
Puck Ross (The Alliance) was this year’s scholarship winner to attend Directors’ College and start
his director certification process. Trevor Garrabran (Mansfield), Ted Rose (Charleston), and
Steve Waggoner (Charleston) all attended Directors’ College to continue the certification process
either with help from their chapter or on their own
dime. These men are demonstrating, to their peers,
that education is important to a director and all
should continue to strive to continue to learn about
our art form. Next year, consider applying for a
director scholarship to attend the NEW HARMONY UNIVERSITY LOCATION at Belmont
University in Nashville. I’ll remind you early next
year. I also attended HU and completed training in
the “Coaching Apprentice Program” in Presentation. I hope to start the process in applying to be a
Presentation Judge which is a 3 year candidacy
program.

From Left to Right : Puck Ross, Trevor Garrabrant, Doug Smeltz, Tom Gentry, Jack Levin,
Ted Rose and Steve Wagner
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Let’s Talk About...
Steve Wyszomierski
EVP

I

t has been strongly suggested by
my senior officers in barbershopdom that, since two issues of the Cider Press have now gone by, that I
focus my writing on my knowledge of
my role as Executive Vice President
for the Johnny Appleseed District. I
guess the idea is that my writing
should provide the general membership with a sense of stability that the
leadership of our District is in good
hands for the next three or four years
or so. So in my eight months on the
job, my mentor, District President
Casey Parsons, has taught me so
much. In my role as “president-intraining,” I have learned the proper
rotation of the buffer when waxing
his car, how to fluff his pillows, and
the proper cat food to buy for his pet.
Hmmmm! That’s not a very long
article. But I did what I was told. I
wrote about my role as Executive
Vice President. Now what? I guess
the only thing left to write about is
ME! And ME is a lot more interesting than the EVP role, and definitely
more interesting than Casey.
There was a barbershop meeting in
Pittsburgh a couple of weeks ago that
I attended. On the way to the meeting, I stopped at Starbucks in Robinson Towne Center, which as hardly
any of you people in Ohio and West
Virginia know, is on the way into
Pittsburgh. I was about to order my
usual: thirty-ounce size of black iced
tea, unsweetened, with extra ice. But
the woman who waited on me told me
that if I order the twenty-ounce size
but ask them to serve it in the thirtyounce cup because I wanted the extra
ice, that I would only have to pay for
the twenty-ounce. What a fantastic
bit of advice and what a perfect way
to start a barbershop meet-
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ing…..although I was still 15 minutes
from Pittsburgh. But I digress!
Oh yes….the meeting. The meeting
was called by Dusty Schleier, Meetings and Convention Manager for the
Society. The purpose of the meeting
was to outline all of the committees
and responsibilities needed for Pittsburgh to host our Society’s International Convention in 2015. Yes, International is in our own backyard in
2015. Well, not so much the backyard of yinz in Ohio, and even farther
for yinz on the other side of those Interstate 79 mountains in West Virginia, but obviously still worth the
trip. I might have digressed again!
At the meeting, Dusty detailed how
the convention week progresses
through all of the competitions and
shows, spoke to the various venues
that will be used, and most importantly, explained not only the committees that will be need to be organized,
but also the job descriptions of all of
the committees. Kristen Turner from
Visit Pittsburgh extended a welcome
and offered the assistance of her organization to help make our convention a success. There sure is a lot of
advance work into putting an International convention together.
But what impressed ME the most at
this meeting were the people whom
Dusty addressed. While it was an
introductory meeting, two years removed from the actual event, there
were still some 25 barbershoppers and
their wives and Sweet Adelines in
attendance. Led by Roger McQuaid,
2015 Convention Chairman, the
seated included: Jan McQuaid, Connie Klug, and Donna Knapp from
Greater Harmony, Gordon Knapp and
Mark Pascarella from Greater Pittsburgh and Pittsburgh Metro, Tom
Hawkins from Mon Valley, Jim Sams

and Susan Nist Sams from Cranberry,
and Jim Legters from Shenango Valley.
Others in attendance included: Bob
Parker from Greater Pittsburgh, Joe
and Holli Novelly and Jon Clunies
and Harrison King, all from Pittsburgh Metro, Joe Klug and Ford
Fuller from Pittsburgh North Hills,
Steve Legters from Shenango Valley,
Ken Williams from Pittsburgh South
Hills, and Sweet Adelines, Judy Roman and Rose Guerrini. My sincerest
apologies to anyone I missed.
I noticed two very important things
about this meeting. First of all, it was
a great assembly of practically all of
the Pittsburgh chapters. This meeting
and the actual convention itself will
be the culmination of the hard work
of all of the area chapters, both male
and female. What a great attitude to
witness as each person entered the
meeting room and was greeted with
hugs and handshakes, an introductory
symbol that everyone is coming together for the success of the convention.
Secondly, aside from Steve Legters
hounding me about the score of the
Pittsburgh Pirates game, everyone in
attendance was committed to the topic
at hand. The level of interest and the
level of questions asked by everyone
in attendance displayed a complete
sense of “wanting” to be there and
“wanting” to make this convention a
success. No one sat idly in his chair
waiting for the meeting to conclude.
Even Dusty commented on the active
interest of those in attendance, and he
has been conducting such meetings
for years. And yes, Steve Legters
was most interested in the meeting.

(Continued on page 7)

What’s In It for ME?
By Greg Swann, Events Team

S

o your chapter / chorus has decided not to compete at this year’s
Fall Contest to be held in Lima, Ohio
the weekend of October 19. Not
enough baritones signed up - or your
chorus has been working on another
worthy project - or the Fall Contest
just seems to be for the “big boys“(so
your chapter leaders say). But you’re
still thinking…. “I’d love to attend the
Convention, BUT WHAT’S IN IT
FOR ME”?
How about the opportunity to sing two
songs on the contest stage with some
of the best singers in JAD? How about
the opportunity to sing on the contest
stage with your son, grandson and or
dad? How about rehearsing and performing those two songs under the direction of one of our Society’s great
directors? Yes, I’m talking about singing with the JAD Joe Barbershopper
Mic Tester Chorus!
At this past Spring Convention in
Huntington, WV the JAD Mic Tester
Chor us wa s di r e c t ed by t he
“Awesome” Joe Conley, and as an
added surprise for those participating
(and for the audience’s enjoyment), the
chorus was joined on stage by the Alliance Chorus! You just never know
what might happen on the “Mic Tester
Stage” but one thing for sure: It will
always be FUN!
The guest director for the Fall Convention “Joe Barbershopper Mic Tester
Chorus” will be R.D. Mathey of Bowling Green State University fame. R.D.

is acclaimed for producing some of the
best barbershop quartet singers in the
BHS, many of which will be singing
and directing on the Fall Contest Stage
in Lima. (I avoided mentioning any
names as to avoid leaving out anyone
of the MANY R.D. singing prodigies).
Just check out those singers that have
left, or are leaving their mark on the
barbershop scene. Chances are good
they have been students of R.D.!

you’ve called and invited your dad,
sons, grandsons and anyone else you
can think of to sing with you, and now
you’re ready to be part of the first chorus on stage for the weekend. So what
else could you possibly have to look
forward to? Seeing and hearing some
of the best quartets and choruses in
JAD isn’t enough? OK, but wait!...
That’s NOT ALL! (I’ve always wanted
to say that.)

We are working on some fun and exciting additional performance opportunities for the “Joe Barbershopper Chorus in Lima, but as this article is being
written in mid July, many of the details
are still in the planning stages.

Come enjoy a care free weekend with
the family while relaxing, eating, and
singing with some great barbershop
friends. Did you know some of our
greatest quartets in the JAD and the
Society got their start by
“Woodshedding” in the lobby of a
civic center or in the hallways of the
Headquarters Hotel while attending a
District Convention?

Upon arrival at Headquarters Hotel,
check-in with the JAD registration
folks and they will give you information on where and when the JAD Mic
Tester Chorus will be rehearsing.
Don’t worry that you may not know
the songs: At lest one of the songs will
be a “Poll Cat” and the other will be an
easy to learn song posted on line.
Check out the non-competitor page at
SingJAD.com for more information
and the learning tracks. The uniform
for this performance(s) is whatever is
comfortable for you. By the way,
while you’re at the Registration table
be sure to purchase your All Events
Registration, because you won’t want
to miss a minute of what’s lining up to
be a great Quartet & Chorus Contest .

No Convention weekend would be
complete without stopping by to visit
and woodshed a couple of oldies with
the guys in the AHSOW room. And
then, if you can drag yourself from the
AHSOW room, be sure to make your
rounds to the hospitality rooms on Saturday night!
So what’s In IT For Me you asked…

Be sure to look me up when you get to
Lima and introduce yourself. I love
making new Barbershopper friends!
We can even talk about some fun
things that you would like to see included at the next JAD Convention.
OK let’s see: You’re already to per- See you in Lima, Ohio the weekend of
form with the JAD Mic Tester Chorus, October 19.

So what did we learn today from this serious article that I
I came away with both a sense of security and a sense of was forced to write?
pride for all that’s about to happen. I admit I didn’t know 1. The Pittsburgh convention team is up and running.
what to expect at this first meeting, and it may be true that
some of the names mentioned might not end up actively 2. A way to save money at Starbucks.
involved while new names surface as well. But these men 3. Where to purchase a gift card for me for my birthday
or Christmas.
and women showed me that the advance workings of our
International convention in Pittsburgh is in great hands. I 4. Steve Legters has a short attention span.
trust the work ethic of each and every one of them…..and
that’s what produces the sense of pride as well. …a pride in 5. The large amount of work that an EVP must invest into
the job. Casey says that in the next few weeks he will
our chapters, our District, and our Society that will maniteach me about organizational skills when I clean out
fest itself in a great convention in Pittsburgh.
his garage.♫
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M

any of you may remember an old buzzard that wanders around aimlessly at Apple Corps and District
Conventions constantly looking for a quartet minus a baritone, lead or tenor. If you’re meeting him today for the first
time you can find additional information about me at my
blog/website www.jimsgems.net.
Now that you’ve taken the time to visit my website (Of
course you have.) you know that I am a songwriter among
other things. I even taught songwriting at Apple Corps once
to promote an interest in the subject and found that there
was very little: Interest, that is. I should have known this.
Many years ago one of my good barbershop friends asked
me “Why in Heaven’s name would you waste your time
writing another song when there are already so many good
ones to sing.” Needless to say he wasn’t interested in song
writing either.
The reason for this article is to allow this old man to volunteer to be of service to whoever can make use of his limited
talents. If there are chapters or choruses that would like to
have a special theme song featuring the exciting things
about your city, area or chapter: One with original lyrics
and an original melody, I would be happy to write one for
them. You provide me with the fodder and I’ll build you a
haystack. Unfortunately, I’m not a world class arranger:
Just a poet and songwriter. I can provide the melody, chord
structure, progressions etc., but final barbershop arrangements are up to you and yours.
There is no charge for this service and no guarantee that my
creation will be just exactly what you expected or desire.
Feel free to change or trash the creation. I won’t be offended. All I can say is that “Muddy’s Song” which I wrote
about the mascot of the Toledo Mud Hens Baseball Team
has been sung by the Black Swamp Chapter’s State Line
Chorus at completion and almost every chorus performance
and is always well received by the locals. Many of you may
also remember woodshedding “Queen of My Heart” another of my creations.
It is my belief that each of us is blessed with one or more
talents. We are not all blessed with the knowledge to use
them well. I’m hoping to begin correcting this problem one
person at a time … starting with myself. I’m an old man so
this is necessarily a limited time offer. Contact me now at
jimhartman33@gmail.com.
Lyrically Yours;
Jim Hartman (Joe Barbershopper)
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Contest and Judging
Dave Rubin
VP - Contest & Judging

G

oodness it's been a busy couple of months - starting
with a great JAD presence at Internationals in Toronto. Three District Choruses competed including The
Alliance (bringing home a Bronze Chorus Medal), The
Men of Independence, and The Singing Buckeyes. District
Quartets competing included The Allies, Hot Air Buffoons, Common Core, and The Con Men. And three Collegiate Quartets - The Con Men bringing home a Bronze
Collegiate Medal (while qualifying for both quartet contests), Blueshift, and The Darlington Brothers.
Then all the Judges went off to Category school in St. Joseph, MO to get recertified, and JAD brought home two
newly certified judges - Chad St. John in Singing and
Kevin Dunkel in Presentation.
The Convention Committee has continued our meetings
looking at ways to improve JAD Conventions - both for
competitors and non-competitors.
And now it's time to look towards the Fall Convention in
Lima in October. This is where we choose the chorus representative to Las Vegas in 2014, Senior Quartet representative to Midwinter in Long Beach, and the District Quartet Champion. What a great opportunity to bring your chorus or quartet and perform in front of all of your friends,
family and Barbershop brothers in the District.
But our Conventions are much more than the contests
themselves. Not only do you get to hear some of the finest
competitive barbershop around, but the JADAQC show
Saturday night highlights many of our past champion
quartets. And there are lots of chances to join in with the
singing. Not only will there be great pickup singing in the
hotels Saturday night, but we will be forming a "Joe Barbershopper" chorus to sing as mike testers Saturday before
the Chorus contest. This chorus is open to any male singer
and will sing two songs under the direction of legendary
Bowling Green Professor RD Mathey. Expect to sing
"Down Our Way" and a new Free-n-Easy song from the
BHS. Music and learning tracks are posted on
www.SingJad.com so you can come prepared. Plan on a
short rehearsal Friday late afternoon and another one Saturday morning. Should be GREAT fun!

ways review 'dos and don'ts' these sometimes get lost in
the excitement of competing, watching, and rooting for
your favorites.
Basically there are four groups of people we want to make
sure we don't distract - competitors, audience members,
judges and contest workers.
Some distractions are obvious: no noise makers (phones,
watch alarms, etc.) that might interfere with the competitors' focus and distract from a listener's pleasure. Less obvious are some of the picture-taking devices that have a
light (even the red ones) that can also distract. And texting,
while quiet, lights up the area around you. And please
don't talk or sing along during a performance. It happens!
That can distract a LOT of people (including the judges).
Recording performances - this is a legal issue. We get permission to make one recording for use of the competitors,
and anything beyond that puts us at a legal risk. Surprisingly, even with all of the announcements in Huntington
for the Spring Convention, there were at least 2 or 3 cases
of people recording from the audience. And those were
only the ones we noticed.
Closing the doors and sitting down before a competitor
starts: movement in the house can be very distracting to a
performer which is why we ask for no 'in and out' and getting into a chair before the competitor goes on. And if you
try to get to your desired seat instead of taking the nearest
available one then everyone waits.
Finally, the doors into the venue itself: these are usually
manned by volunteers, and in the Spring was handled by
students from the High School. Yet we had instances of
folks just busting past the ushers as they were closing the
doors, and even a case of someone opening a closed door
to get in.
----------------------------------So, let's all have fun in Lima, cheer on our favorite competitors, watch some fine JAD champion quartets, and sing
with friends old and new. Should be a great one - hope to
see you there! ♫

Speaking of the contests at Conventions, it might be time
to review 'competition etiquette'. While our Emcees al-
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Stayman Division Festival
generates fun, fellowship, and fantastic harmony
By: R.F. Miller
VP M&PR
Mansfield Chapter

What happens when more than 175 barbershoppers get together in the same room? That was a
question that Doug Smeltz, director of the Mansfield chapter chorus, wanted to answer. So he and
Alan Lapp created the Stayman Division Festival.
On Monday night, August 12 all seven chapters in
the Johnny Appleseed District Stayman Division
were invited to gather at the Mount View Baptist
Church in Columbus. The seven chapters in the
Stayman Division with the quartets represented
are:
•

Columbus ~ Capitol City Chorus ~ Directed
by Chuck Wilson ~ Music Men quartet.

•

Zanesville ~ Y-City Chorus ~ Directed by
Karen Boyer

•

Newark ~ Land of Legend Chorus ~ Directed
by Paula Rink ~ Combined Sound and For
The Record quartets.

•

Marion ~ Marionaires Chorus ~ Directed by
Duane Kline ~ Fringe Benefit quartet.

•

Mansfield ~ Fun Center Chordsmen Chorus ~
Directed by Doug Smeltz ~ Bravada and Late
Edition quartets.

•

Buckeye Columbus ~ Singing Buckeye
Chorus ~ Directed by Chad Wulf ~ Sound
House quartet.

•

Greater Central Ohio ~ The Alliance Chorus ~
Directed by David Calland.

All the barbershoppers, with snacks in hand, filed
into the meeting room where 11 sets of risers
stood waiting. Doug served as the evening’s
Emcee and asked everyone to take to the risers,
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quickly and maintain riser discipline. Well that
didn’t work too well. But he once again regained
control of the situation after everyone had
squeezed onto the risers with some overflowing
on the sides.
First things first...that’s right, warm-ups. Casey
Parsons, President of JAD, welcomed everyone
and started the warm-ups. Continuing the warmups were Chad Wulf, director of the Singing
Buckeyes and Doug Smeltz. Warm-ups don’t
fully scratch the itch barbershoppers have to sing.
So what songs should ALL barbershoppers know?
Barber Pole Cats! Everyone was waiting to exercise their vocal chords and what better way to do
that than to sing some chord ringing tags. Chad,
Casey, and Doug taught the tags to the delight of all on
the risers.
Paul Shannon from Zanesville, Duane Kline from
Marion, and Paula Rink from Newark directed the

singing of some Pole Cats. What a sound! Singing
in a chorus that size is not something one is able
to experience many times in a barbershop career.
Smiles and goose bumps abound.
After several songs as a “mega chorus” it was
time for individual choruses to perform. Each
chorus had the opportunity to sing two songs of
their choice and each received rousing applause.
In between each chorus performance, a quartet
from that chapter entertained with one song. First
quartet to take the stage was the Music Men from
the Columbus Chapter with their rendition of
Down by the Riverside. Next up was two quartets
from Newark, Combined Sound singing That old
Quartet of Mine followed by For the Record with

Coney Island Baby. Then from the Marion chapter,
Fringe Benefit entertained with Sentimental Journey.
Each quartet did a great job on mostly traditional barbershop arrangements. Bravada broke tradition and sang a
jazz number, “Moondance” with soloist Trevor Garrabrant and the off beat bass rhythm of Bob Crowl.

There are 175 barbershoppers who appreciate the efforts
and hard work of those who made this event happen. Let’s
do it again next year. ♫

When it was time for the Fun Center Chordsmen to perform, they sang one song then asked the Singing Buckeyes to join them in two songs; Shenandoah and Ride
The Chariot with soloists Trevor Garrabrant, Chris
Rumas, Phil Neiswander and Jim Ruisinger.
Some of the members of the Mansfield chapter are dual
members with the Buckeyes and sang with them in Toronto this past July. Several members of the Buckeyes
are dual members with Mansfield and will sing with
them in the JAD chorus competition in October. It was
fitting that the two choruses should perform together.
Two quartets rounded out the
evening. First up was a new
quartet Late Edition. with Stevens Sommer(L) Keith Shuck
(T) Doug Smeltz(Br), and Mark
Hannum(B) singing Because of
You.
They were followed by Sound
House with Mike Morris(L) Mark Rhodes(T) BillyEdwards(Br)and Walter Mitchell(B) with the upbeat
song, Red Head.
After the official part of the evening, it was time for food and of
course, more singing. All that was
needed to sing a tag was finding
four voice parts and a pitch pipe.
Every corner of the room was filled
with harmony. That is except for
the food line which filled up
quickly. If you weren't eating, you were singing.
One group of four men from Mansfield, got
together to sing a tag, then a couple of Pole Cat songs. It
turned out they harmonized so well
together they decided to see if they couldn’t
become a quartet. It’s amazing what may come from a
mass gathering of barbershoppers.
The Stayman Division Festival was an opportunity to
see old friends, sing with new friends, rehash old barbershop stories and just have fun. It’s hoped that each division in the Johnny Appleseed District will hold their
own division get-together. What a wonderful way to
create a bond of barbershoppers.

Combined Sound

Music Men

For The Record

Fringe Benefit

Bravada

Newark

Columbus
Zanesville

Buckeyes

Marion
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Fabulous Lakeside Show!
… and on it The weather was perfect
and the crowd was enthusiastic which
helped to make The JAD Lakeside
Show for 2013 another successful
event . Approximately 1000 people
assembled at the Hoover Auditorium
on Saturday, August 24 to enjoy a
WONDERFUL evening of Barbershop
Harmony.
After a few brief announcements by
The Lakeside Association’s Executive
Director, Mr. Kevin Sibbring, the program was then handed over to The
Johnny Appleseed District Immediate
Past President Mr. Bari Courts. who
very professionally
keep the show
moving at an excellent
pace, keeping right on
schedule.
The show opened with
“The Southern Gateway
Chorus”, Cincinnati, Ohio,
(Many times JAD Chorus
Champions and two time
Int ernational Chorus
Champions) presenting a
very enjoyable 45 to 50
minute program with a
variety of songs in the
Barbershop Style. Their
package also included several songs
from “The Forte’” quartet,( JAD Quartet Finalists) from the “Southern Gateway” chapter. Their show package and
ringing of chords was thoroughly enjoyed by everyone.

This entertaining foursome keep the
audience thoroughly entertained until
their 20 minute performance was completed. They left the stage with the audience wanting to hear more from this
SUPER quartet.
The final few minutes of this SENSATIONAL evening was the singing of
two more songs from “Southern Gateway Chorus”, The Stars And Stripes
Forever and Armed Forces Medley.
MC Courts then called back to the
stage all guest quartets and all BarberAfter a short 10 minute intermission, shoppers in the audience to join the
the second half was ready to begin. chorus in singing “Keep The Whole
MC Courts then introduced Ohio World Singing”.
State’s Pride Of The Tailgate quartet

“The Buckeye Blend” from Columbus, Ohio. This quartet entertained the
audience with many songs about Ohio
State Football, topping off their portion
with their Famous Script Ohio with
help from The Lakeside players. The
entire audience loved their program of
which they handled very professionally.
To round out the second half of the
quartet portion was “The Con Men” ,
2012 Johnny Appleseed District Quartet Champions. This WONDERFUL
Foursome also are third place winners
in the 2013 International College
Quartet Contest. . The audience knew
the minute this young quartet entered
stage and sang their first chord just
why they were chosen as Champions.
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This annual Barbershop Show is always one of The Lakeside Association’s final programs for the summer.
What an ENJOYABLE evening of
singing and fellowship. Mark your calendar now and plan to be there next
year. You’ll have a FABULOUS time.

BHS HISTORIVIA VOLUME XVII with Mike Sisk

H

istory has been known to repeat itself and the BHS is
certainly no exception. Toronto 2013 was historic for
the BHS and JAD in several ways. The Town & Country
Four, 1963 International Quartet Champions, celebrated the
50 year anniversary of their gold medal by way of three
consecutive silver medals. The T&C were honored in a

3XSILVER MEDALISTS
K.C. Barber Polecats
Town & Country Four
Pacificaires
Center Stage
Max Q
Musical Island Boys

video tribute at the Thursday night AIC show. During the
announcement of the top five medalists, it seemed destined
that the history of the T&C would once again turn into reality as the Musical Island Boys became the 6th BHS quartet
to win a third consecutive silver medal. How coincidental
is that???

YEARS OF SILVER
1941-42-43
1960-61-62
1972-73-74
1982-83-84
2004-05-06
2011-12-13

YEAR WON GOLD
-------1963
--------------2007
--------

To this day, the Town & Country Four and Max Q
stand alone as the only two society quartets to have
won their gold medal after three consecutive silvers.
The Musical Island Boys now have an opportunity to
become the 3rd quartet to win a gold after 3 silvers or
perhaps the first to win four consecutive silvers.
More Toronto BHS Historivia comes by way of After
Hours who surged from 14th place in the quarter finals
to fourth in the semi finals and 8th overall. Steve
Thacker, bass of The Cincinnati Kids (2X medalists 84
& 86) asked if this was a record jump. He then provided me some insight per Patrick McAlexander who
helps maintain BHS trivia data bases. At least, since
1994, there have been other significant jumps from
round to round. Excalibur in 1998 went from 9th in the
second round to 3rd in the finals and finished 6th.Four
Aces in 2006 were 19th place in the first round and 6th
in the second round ending up 12th. Lunch Break in
2011 was 16th in the first round and 5th in the second
round to finish 11th.
Prior to 1994, I remember a very dramatic round to
round jump that my dad told me about. I researched it
and yes in 1960 the Nighthawks placed 16th in the first
round and then improved to 3rd in the 2nd round and
2nd in the finals for an overall 6th place finish. There is
a most appropriate song for this entitled “It’s Not
Where You Start It’s Where You Finish”!
I will close by thanking my DAD Leo Sisk and the
Town & Country Four for the positive influence that
they have provided to me in my barbershop life. Congratulations on the 2013 50 Year Anniversary of your
1963 International Quartet Championship!!!
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Johnny Appleseed District
2013 Leadership Team
District President
Casey Parsons
PH: 614-306-8858

Executive Vice President
Steve Wyszomierski
PH: 724-758-1979
sbw@zoominternet.net

caseyparsons@gmail.com

Immediate Past President
Bari Courts
PH: 513-752-1214
blcourts@aol.com

Board Member at Large
John Fuller

Board Member at Large
Ben Ayling

Board Member at Large
Mike Hachtel

PH: 304-768-6834

PH: 330-842-2423

PH: 419-353-9412

jlfuller127@suddenlink.net

B-ayling@onu.edu

mike_hachtel@hotmail.com

Secretary
Dave Richards

Treasurer & CFO
Brian Zattau

330-296-6644

PH: 419-349-7134

PH: 317-946-9882

bzattau@bex.net

skropp@jacksonkelly.com

VP Marketing & PR
John Byerly

VP Contest & Judging
David Rubin

VP Youth in Harmony
Robbie Churgovich

PH: 513-886-1379

216/403-2289
dsrubin1@gmail.com

330-421-4024
RCchurg@gmail.com

VP Chapter Support
& Leadership Training
Ted Rose

VP Events
Michael Harrison

xx@x.com

jbyerly@fuse.net

VP Chorus Director
Development
Doug Smeltz
PH: 614-882-8625

PH: 304-344-3608
harmonyjunkie001@gmail.com

Bylaws & Regulations
Skipp Kropp

PH: 440-949-9371
mharrison30@yahoo.com

dsmeltz1@hotmail.com

VP Membership
Kevin Dunckel

VP Music
Garrett Hilsinger

PH: 517-896-1614

PH: 513-313-5026

Dunckel.kevin@gmail.com

ghilsinger@gmail.com

District Historian
Carl J. Cash III

Cider Press Editor
Jeff Ulrich

PH: 614-853-3843

PH: 614-216-3904

cjcashiii@aol.com

cpeditor@att.net
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VP Financial
Development
David Calland
PH: 614-859-2554
dcalland@gmail.com

Division Managers
Jonathan: Frank Riddick Singatag@aol.com
McIntosh: Jim Smith jimlsmith@yahoo.com
Melrose: Mike Vislosky mvista@aol.com
Rome: Ken Williams KenWillHi@wmconnect.com

Let Your Voice Be Heard!
Ted Rose
VP - CSLT

G

entlemen, have you ever thought
to yourself: “Gee, if JAD just
did [this thing] at our conventions, I
would really love it!”? Well, I have
some good news for you. We’re putting together some surveys very
shortly so that we can get your feedback about conventions and possibly
implement some new strategies. It’s
no secret that attendance at our conventions has not been amazing, so
we’re trying to find out what we can
do to make the experience something
you don’t want to miss.
Now, if you’re thinking that we don’t
really want to hear what you have to
say, I’m here to tell you that it’s not
true. We need feedback of all types

from guys at all levels of involvement
so that we can tailor conventions in
the future to the needs of our members.

folks in attendance for that to occur.
In order for folks to attend, we have
to bring something fulfilling to the
conventions.

I’m going to assume something with
my next statement: that we all love
singing barbershop, and want to continue to be able to do it as long as we
live. In order for that to occur, we
have to nurture and grow the whole
society from the inside out. Our
chapters, choruses and quartets have
to be happy and healthy. The organizational structure of the society is
here to help us all do that, but it takes
resources. Conventions can be one of
the best ways for the district to garner
those resources, but we have to have

What can you do to help, you might
ask; two things, really. First, when
the surveys come out, make sure you
work with your chapter to get them
filled out and sent in. Second, come
to as many conventions as you are
able. Conventions are more fun when
more people are there, members all
take away more from being able to
interface with other singers from
around our district, and see and hear
what other choruses and quartets are
doing. Give it a try, you’ll be glad
you did! ♫

This is the official publication of the Johnny Appleseed District Association of Chapters, of the Barbershop Harmony Society
The Cider Press is published four (4) times per year;
Winter, Spring, Summer and Fall.

NEXT CIDER PRESS
DEADLINE

November 22, 2013

The Cider Press ADVERTISING RATES
CHAPTER SHOW OR SPECIAL EVENT COMING UP?
Reach thousands of JAD Barbershoppers!
Advertise it in The Cider Press.

Per issue price is:

Full year rates (4 issues)

Business Card $15.00
1/8 page
$25.00
1/4 page
$50.00
1/2 page
$75.00
Full page
$125.00

Business Card$50.00
1/8 page
$85.00
1/4 page
$170.00
1/2 page
$250.00
Full page
$425.00

Full color available at
additional cost

33% s
i ng

sav

Full color available at
additional cost
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Cider Press
Jeff Ulrich, Editor
970 High Street, Unit E1
Worthington, OH 43085

J.A.D.
Calendar
www.singjad.com
October
5
Miami Shelby - Annual Show
12
Miami Valley - Annual Show
18-20 JAD District Convention, Contest and
House of Delegates
26
Tower City Chorus - Annual Show
November
2
Pittsburgh Metro - Annual Show
9
Pittsburgh South Hills - Annual Show
9
Razors Edge Chorus - Annual Show
23
Golden Crescent Chorus - Annual Show

December
14
The Alliance Chorus - Holiday Show
15,16 Clarksburg-Fairmont—Holiday Show

